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Welcome to Peter And The Hare’s Commemorative Montage 
Comicbook [sic].  

It’s purpose? Absolutely none; except to mark the passing of 
something, and the almost-ending of the blog project Peter And 
The Hare. Surely there is no more decent way of doing this than 
through the lazy and excessive plundering of found materials? 

Selected Contents - 

11110000some wine. 

11111111our cast 

11112222dmitri 

13131313    a message from Death. 

14141414    an apple for alistair (an original 
and pointless story).    

the small prince. 
23232323 pin-up supplement 

 

 

 

Look to the blue skies and pipe-work on certain pages of your 
comic book. This is my hope for the future. 

Peace and antique cutlery, 

Peter and someone else. 
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NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE:
NOTE: Some things warrant ignoring. Please be aware that what follows may be one such thing. In this long, rambling and tedious letter, we concerned 

ourselves with an event that never happened, like the moon landings, or the assassination of the Loch Ness Monster, or the epilogue and apocalypse of the 

creative force that was/is known as Peter And The Hare.  
 

 
And to pretend to destroy something that will, whatever I have to say about it, always be there. 

It was a greater pleasure, still, to take the opportunity to thank some of the many people who have helped make Peter And The Hare who they are, the 

blog they are, when they are, if they are. 
 

Thanks for listening.
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Peter And The HarePeter And The HarePeter And The HarePeter And The Hare’s “Epilogue of the Rabbit’s Tongue” (The ’s “Epilogue of the Rabbit’s Tongue” (The ’s “Epilogue of the Rabbit’s Tongue” (The ’s “Epilogue of the Rabbit’s Tongue” (The 
Concluding Post, Presented Here in EConcluding Post, Presented Here in EConcluding Post, Presented Here in EConcluding Post, Presented Here in Edited Form)  dited Form)  dited Form)  dited Form)   

 “I am PeterI am PeterI am PeterI am Peter;;;; An ordinary Man who nevertheless has a great 
talent for withstanding the curious. My endless days are made 
painless by the company of my good friend and Hare, whom I 
fear is not long for any of these worlds. Being a hare, he is cursed 
with an awkward temperament. Nobody in the afterlife would 
abide him, and I happen to know that they have prepared an 
escape route for the occasion of his visit.” 

 
Well that’s us, 

isn’t it? 

wrapped up and tied, 
in neat surprise packages, 
under lock and key and 

out of the doors we were in. 

See you there, 
in the never never of whatever. 

who knows where we’ll emerge. 

AnyAnyAnyAny excuse to  excuse to  excuse to  excuse to be thankful.be thankful.be thankful.be thankful. 

Thanks are due to many of you (I will forget some, no doubt) – 
even the ones who stumbled across our work whilst looking for 
different things entirely, like “man in latrine” and “walls dripping 
blood”. Yes, I am proud to have authored the blog that attracts 
the oddest Google searches on the Internet. 

It’s been a sweet, sweet bit of time, creating truths and fictions 
and looking out of windows 

again and again, 

and being strange. 
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Remember, the moral of this story is: 

“…between the tickings of a watch, and a smile on a bird.” 

And every good story must perhaps find its end. 

So, as I said back then, all good things must come to an end, 
apparently. 
I guess we’ll learn origami and fold back into paper. 

Ouch, my heart. My soul, if I have one. “…a scratch, a scratch, ’tis 
not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church-door” (hehe). 

P.S. are we still set for a breakfast*a breakfast*a breakfast*a breakfast*, some day tomorrow? Groovy, 
I’ll be there, don’t know about you. 

Night falls over the marketplace, and I could not tell you how 
many of these artefacts have been sold. Only that we have 
harvested your kind compliments, the expressions I have 
imagined on your faces, even your confusion. Sweet times. I’ll say 
it again. 

And leave your comments here – any thoughts about anything. 

The beautiful anything. 

And, my friends, the hope. As in, “I hope you’re hungry” – I ask 
again, do you like breakfast*breakfast*breakfast*breakfast*? 

Notes about almost nothing, for someone to read. That was Peter 
And The Hare…wasn’t it? And I loved every minute of it. 

Thanks. 

“Virtual Reality” - y’know. I have always regarded this most 
sacred oxymoron, so here’s to everyone who has ever helped 
out/shared their love in some way, onscreen or off. 

* Peter is referring here to “a breakfast”, the follow-up project that had a less catchy title.  
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“We were Born on the 4th of January. When you first met 
us, we started Meeting Ourselves, and since then have 
pursued several treacherous avenues that either went 

somewhere, or didn’t.    

If you joined us, and enjoyed us, we are Thankful and we 
Thank You (chances are you didn’t).  

If only a computer screen and several miles of cyber-fog did 
not separate us, we would Love you all the more. Of course, 
The Hare may have confused you, and left you as bemused 
as a mewing, orphaned lamb fed pickles. This is The Hare’s 
cruel fancy, though he is often kind. 

Before I met The Hare, he himself was an orphan – a hare-
child; lame and full of Silly.  I could not hope to make him 
a man, nor a boy, nor a friend or companion. I fear he is 
hell-bent on making Orphans of us all. At best, his presence 
is like carrying around one’s favourite piece of shrapnel…” 

----    An Extract From An Extract From An Extract From An Extract From Peter And The HarePeter And The HarePeter And The HarePeter And The Hare’s First’s First’s First’s First Birthday Celebration Birthday Celebration Birthday Celebration Birthday Celebration    
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The Hare said that “Come Winter, this cold and lonely time, it is 
a useful thing indeed to remind ourselves of the eternal 
Certainties:” 

9 Time scratches at our backs. 
9 The health of a hedgehog can be determined by the 

wriggliness of his nose. He has a soft underside. 

 

9 We are running out of pages in our diaries. 
9 No-one is permitted to read them, and no-one wants to, 

unless you tell them it is not permitted. 
9 The butterfly roars in its cage, like a lion.   
9 As the hammer is taken to the manikin in the (emptied) fish 

tank, a birthday candle distorts grotesquely as its waxen 
body melts. 

9 It is fashioned into the likeness of a popular cartoon 
character… 

9 What is to be done with these inconsequential wonders? 
9 Charlie Chaplain and Einstein were, once and always, the 

same person. 
9 To wake up every morning, with a gift under one’s tree. 
9 Apples, Apples, Strawberries. 
9 The cherry, with its stork, is the most narrative of fruits. 
9 The Gate is opened by the Monk who does not close it. He 

kindly leads three blind mice up the path. 
9 Here, have some peaches.  
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